
your partner for structural 
bearings, solide-borne sound – 
and vibration insulation
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>   Pronouvo1073 Wall and ceiling bearings

>   Pronouvo3065 Bearings for timber construction

>   Pronouvo5086 Wall and ceiling bearings for non-bearing walls

>   Pronouvo1099 Distortion bearings

>   PronouvoProtrePP Stair bearings

>   PronouvoProrohr Tube padding

>  PronouvoAlbA Pronouvo Alba

>   PronouvoPCM5200 natural frequency from approx. 12 Hz

>   Pronouvo4550 natural frequency from approx. 18 Hz

>   Pronouvo7015 natural frequency from approx. 12 Hz

>   PronouvoPronelAst natural frequency from approx. 9 Hz

>   Pronouvosk-kork Self-adhesive cork

>   PronouvoPresskork Press / model cork

>   PronouvotArAFleX Sports hall floors

>  KilcHerDeForMA Distortion bearings

>  KilcHerliMitgliss Temporary slip and distortion bearings

>  KilcHerteFlon Permanent slip bearings

>  KilcHereP non-reinforced elastomeric bearings

>  KilcHert10 reinforced elastomeric bearings

>  KilcHersD10 impact noise bearings

>  KilcHerresokork Acoustic bearings

DrYWAll

AntiVibrAtion

sPeCiAlities

strUCtUrAl 
beArings

heAVY-DUtY strUC-
tUrAl beArings

iMPACt noise insU-
lAtion beArings

soUnD insUlAtion 
beArings

tHe rigHt foundation2



our high quality Pronouvo and Kilcher product ranges have been 

developed in working practice. They guarantee long service life with 

no loss of functionality.

Pronouvo bearings are manufactured principally from cork, a natural 

raw material. They offer outstanding insulating properties that are strin-

gently checked and monitored in the laboratory.

Kilcher bearings consist of rubber mixtures specifically designed for 

various areas of use in the building industry. They provide a perfect 

complement to the Pronouvo range.

for more than 40 years, pronouvo has been 

developing and producing innovative products 

to prevent noise and vibration in construction 

works, as well as high quality structural bearings 

and bespoke solutions for a whole range of 

industrial applications.
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corK – an invaluable 
natural product

A cubic centimetre of cork consists of around 12 million cells with a 

diameter of 0.04 millimetres. The cell wall, which is only one micron thick, 

consists in turn of more than a hundred ultra-thin lamellae. The air-filled 

cells with their highly flexible cell walls are «pneumatically» intercon-

nected by minute channels.

The main component of cork is suberin, an absolutely indissoluble, 

hydrophobic material that is virtually impervious to rot and can last for 

hundreds of years. it is this unique cellular structure and chemical 

composition that explains the extraordinary properties of cork.

cork is the oldest material known for its 

outstanding insulation properties. its unique 

structure is one of the wonders of nature. 
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1  load bearing capacity 
 the composition and strength of the materials 
 are perfectly adapted to loads from 0.01 to approx. 
 6 n/mm² (0.1–60 kg/cm²)
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5  resistance to ageing 
 We know from our long years of practical 
 experience in a whole range of applications 
 that pronouvo cork bearings have a virtually 
 unlimited service life..

7  low thermal conductivity 
 With values between 0.051 and 0.091 W/mk, 
 cork offers outstanding performance compared 
 to other materials.  

6  Compression behaviour 
 under compression, the outward distortion of the 
 material is minimal. pronouvo bearings have plenty 
 of capacity in reserve and this enables them to 
 withstand even unexpectedly high peak loads.

8  resistance to chemicals
 pronouvo cork bearings are resistant to 
 most bases as well as mineral and organic 
 acids, even in high concentrations. 

2  Vibration damping capacity 
 the unique cell structure of cork in combination 
 with the bonding agent used gives the material 
 an outstanding vibration damping capacity.

3  elasticity 
 even under long-term static and dynamic strain, 
 pronouvo bearings retain their outstanding elasticity.

4  Damp resistance 
 pronouvo bearings are immune to damp, 
 rot and ozone effects. they do not swell in 
 water nor in any emulsion.

Pronouvo material properties

>  group of five cork cells. this form gives the cells a 
 maximum volume for minimum surface area and permits 
 ultra-dense packing.
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We advise owners, architects, engineers and 

structural physicists on professional solutions 

to demanding tasks concerning bearings. 

thanks to their unique properties, pronouvo 

products are extremely versatile.

Thanks to our long experience and established know-how in the 

construction industry, we are able to provide the solution offering the 

best value for money for every requirement. our specialists are ready 

to take charge of engineering tasks and to develop one-off solutions 

for special applications.

>

 cement factory
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individual advice – 
coMpreHensive engineering

>  laying plan for cement factory
>

 Machine foundation bearing system

>  pronouvo pcM 5200 and pronouvo 5086

>

 pronouvo 1073 wall bearing
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Pronouvo cork bearings are an in-house development consisting of 

special cork granules and a number of other appropriate components. 

By using various grain sizes and blending in individually selected 

additives, we are able to adapt the properties of each bearing perfectly 

to its particular application.

our laboratories are equipped with state-of-the-art 

measuring and testing instruments for reliable 

testing and documentation of all relevant properties 

of materials.

Development and quality control

developed in tHe field – 
tested in tHe lab
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Test stand to determine dynamic behaviour with vibration-damped 

bearings. in this specially developed test procedure, the Pronouvo 

bearings are placed between an unbalance excited variable mass and 

a rigid massive concrete foundation.

The rotational speed of the unbalance exciter and the oscillation speed 

of the elastically supported mass are electronically recorded and 

transmitted to an x/y plotter. using this method, frequency curves can 

be determined for all bearing conditions encountered in practice.

unbalance exciter mass/spring system

electronically regulated servo-hydraulic machine to carry out force 

or directional controlled compression and tensile strength tests. 

The equipment is suitable for both static and dynamic testing, i.e. 

it is possible to input both simple increases in load and cyclical 

loads of variable frequencies. The strain/deformation diagrams are 

displayed automatically on an integrated x/y plotter.

To investigate the long-term deformation behaviour of Pronouvo 

bearings, we have specially constructed hydraulic and pneumatic 

stretching blocks. The different bearings are subjected to a constant 

pressure over a long period of time corresponding to practical 

operating conditions and the deformation is precisely measured.

Servo-hydraulic test machine

long-term deformation behaviour
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cork granules of various grain sizes and gross densities constitute the 

basis for the manufacture of Pronouvo bearings. Polymerisation with 

specially developed thermoplastic mixtures takes place at precisely the 

right pressure. This ensures that the end product receives the intended 

«pre-loading» which is so crucial to the achievement of outstanding 

soundproofing.

State-of-the-art production facilities
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our tried and tested Kilcher bearings are made from high quality 

ePDM rubber. They are produced in-house to order for the customer 

and large quantities can be supplied at short notice.

We produce self-adhesive moulded and stamped parts for the industries 

in accordance with our customers‘ wishes. Please ask us for details!

bespoKe solutions for 
deManding tasKs

Tailor-made products
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 a Well-stocKed store

Pronouvo AG
Bernhardzellerstrasse 49
cH-9205 Waldkirch
 
T +41 (0)71 434 67 00
F +41 (0)71 434 67 09 
 
info@pronouvo.ch

www.pronouvo.ch

to ensure that our partners in the building 

trade and industry can be certain of fast and 

reliable deliveries, we keep a large stock of 

all standard products.
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